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SAFETY VALVE.

ON AN IMPROVED SAFETY VALVE.
The growing tendency to use steam of higher pressure, and the greater
care which this involves, have led engineers of late years to direct more
particular attention to the design and construction of steam boilers, and
also to their fittings ; and amongst the latter the Safety Valve has received
much consideration. Although there may be a difference of opinion as to
the proportion which the working pressure of a boiler should bear to its
absolute strength, it will doubtless be admitted, that the greater the certainty of a safety valve opening at the required pressure, and the greater
its range of lift under a given excess of pressure, the less will be the excess
of strength required. If a perfect safety valve codd be made, that is, one
which would absolutely prevent the boiler to which it was applied from
being subjected to a higher pressure than that to which the valve was
adjusted, it would of course be conducive in a high degree both to the
safety and durability of such boiler.
The writer believes that the arrangement of safety valve now submitted
to the meeting, shown in Plates 48 and 49, goes far to realise these advantages, the only rubbing parts being those upon the valves themselves in
their seatings ; and the small amount of friction thus occasioned may be
entirely avoided by the substitution of spherical valves, if thought desirable.
I n addition to this, the range of lift for blowing off, owing to the nonintervention of levers between the valve and the spring by which it is
loaded, and also to the dimensions of the spring itself, is about three times
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as great, under the same excess of steam pressure, as in the ordinary
arrangement with lever and spring balance.
Fig. 1, Plate 48, is a vertical section, Fig. 2 a plan, and Fig. 3
a transverse section of the valve. AA are two brass pillars, bolted
upon the manhole cover B, and bored out at the upper ends to serve as
seatings for the. conical valves CC in the ordinary manner. The valves
are loaded by the cross bar D, which is elongated at the end E, to form a
handle, to enable the engineman to ascertain the working condition of the
valves and the approximate pressure of the steam. To this bar is attached,
at a point mid-may between the valves (when these are of equal size), and
rather lower than the points which press upon them, the main spring F,
which the writer prefers of the helical form, as shown. The spring is made
of sufficient strength to resist the pressure upon both valves, and the
pressure is re,plated by the riuts G and the bridle H, the latter being
made of such a length that the shoulder upon it shall be screwed home
when the maximum load is put upon the valve. To provide against the
valves being blown away in the event of the spring breaking, the lower
part of the cross bar D is passed through a slot in the guard I, which i4
this arrangement is pivoted into the tops of the main pillars, and the
shoulder upon the bridle €1, Fig. 6, being unable to pass through the slot,
prevents the valves being blown away. To compensate for the very slight
difference that may arise in some cases (in the valves of large steam boats for
instance), between the distance of the centres of the valves and the distance
of the points of the cross bar, owing to the greater expansion of the former,
the writer proposes to make one of the points K upon the cross bar loose ;
this is not necessary however, where the dimensions are small.
A similar arrangement may be adopted with the spring simk in a
well or recess L in the manhole cover, as shown in Figs. 4 and 5 , so as to
be more out of the way ; and the chance of failure may be provided against
by a cover plate corresponding to the guard I in Pig. 1. It is evident
that under any form the valves constructed upon this principle cannot be
easily tampered with ; and a brass funnel may be placed over them in the
ordinary manner.
The valves being equally loaded and of equal size w i l l be bodily and
simultaneously lifted together with the cross bar D when the steam pressure exceeds the proper limit, and the spring will be elongated through a
range equal to the lift of the valves, and no more ; so that, except when
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the engineman is testing the action of the valves, there is no movement
in the joints of the apparatus, and therefore no friction.
A spring of 8 inch round steel, and about 7 coils, is sufficiently
strong to load two 3 inch valves to 80 lbs. pressure per square inch ; and
in order to load them to this extent, it w
ill have to be stretched about
1# inch, or 918 inch for each successive increase of 10 lbs. pressure per
square inch.
Figs. 6 to 9, Plate 49, show a pillar arrangement, consisting of one
entire casting B, which answers the part of a manhole cover. The steam
passes up to the valves through the annular space between the well L
and the outer casing. The spring F is lengthened to compensate for its
reduced diameter, and is adjusted at the top in the same manner as in the
plans previously described. This arrangement may be modified to suit
the tops of square high fireboxes, by allowing the well L to project downwards into the boiler, in the same manner as shown in Fig. 4.
Pigs. 10 and 11 show the application of the volute spring, which is
placed in a shallow well L in the manhole cover and adjusted by the four
nuts GG, which force down the small cover plate I, and so compress the
spring until the requisite pressure is obtained ; packings are then fitted
between the cover plate and the manhole lid, to prevent any extra
pressure being applied.
The spring may also be placed above the cross bar D, but the writer
prefers to have it below, wherever practicable.

Mr. RAMSBOTTOM
exhibited a model, half-size, of a pair of safety
valves with the spring between them, similar to those that he had at work,
on the plan shown in Fig. 1.
The CHAIRMANasked whether many of the new valves were at work,
and with what results.
Mr. RAMSBOTTOM
answered that he had several of them at work, and
they had proved quite satisfactory ; they were found to be very sensitive,
having such freedom of action as to get into a state of vibration producing
in some cases a musical note when at the point of blowing off; and they
allowed the steam to blow off more freely than other safety valves, under
a given excess of pressure. The arrangement of the two valves under one
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lever was the same as in Mr. Fenton’s Safety Valve, but the object had
been to increase the lift of the valves, making it equal to the full extension
of the spring, and also to dispense with the spring balances. The point
of attachment of the spring was rather below the level of the two points
bearing on the valves, so that in the event of one valve lifting before the
other it was overloaded, the other being proportionately relieved ; this
tended to secure their simultaneous action.
Mr. H. WRIGHTenquired whether any graduated scale was attached
to the spring to indicate the pressure, as the ordinary spring balance was
on this plan dispensed with.
Mr. RAMSBOTTOM
replied that there had not been any scale attached ;
the spring was adjusted originally to the maximum pressure intended, by
measuring the amount of elongation under a given load, and in this way
it was found it could be regulated by the adjusting screw to within 2 or
3 per cent. of the desired pressure. The valves were tested previous to
being used, by comparing them with a pressure gauge attached to the
same boiler.
Mr. FENTON
observed that he had seen the new valve at work, and it
appeared very satisfactory ; the increased range of lift of the valves gave
great freedom for the discharge of the steam, and prevented the pressure
from rising.
The CHAIRMANproposed a vote of thanks to Mr. Ramsbottom for his
paper, which was passed.

The CHAIRMAN,in vacating the chair, said he could not relinquish
his office of President without expressing the great satisfaction he felt at
the progress the Institution had made, and the gratification that he had
in looking back upon the number of valuable and interesting communications
that had been laid before the several meetings at which he had presided
during the last two years ; and he trusted that the same cordial support
which he had invariably received from the Members would be extended to
his successor, and that equally important and useful papers would be
forthcoming at the meetings of the present year.
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The Meeting then terminated, and after the meeting, Mr. H.Woodhouse,
of Stafford, exhibited a model, half-size, of an improved Switch.
In the evening, a number of the Members and their friends dined
together, according to the annual custom, in celebration of the Ninth
Anniversary of the Institution.
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SUBJECTS FOR PAPERS.
STEAM
ENGINEBOILERS,
particulars of construction-form of heating surface-relative
value of radiant surface in effect and economy-cost-consumption
of fuelevaporation of water-pressure of steam-density and heat of steam-superheated
steam-steam gauges, high pressure and low pressure-explosion of boilers, and
means of prevention-effects of heat on the metal of boilers, low pressure and
high pressure-incrustation of boilers, and means of prevention-evaporative
power and economy of different kinds of fuel, coal, wood, charcoal, peat, patent
coal, and coke-moveable grates, and smoke-consuming apparatus, facts to show
the best plan, and results of working.
STEAMENGINES,expansive force of steam, and best means of using it-power obtained
by various plans-comparison of double and single cylinder engines-mmbined
engines-comparative advantages of direct-acting and beam engines-engines for
mFuufacturing purposes-horizontal and vertical-condensing and non-condensing
-governors-valves,
bearings, &c.-indic;ltor figures hom enghea, with detaiIs
of useful effects, consumption of fuel, &c.--contributions of indicator figures for
reference in the Institution.
PUMPING
ENGINES,
particulars of various constructions-size of rylinder and degree
of expansion-strokes per minute, and horse-power-number
and size of pumps,
and strokes per minute-comparison of doubleracting and single-acting pumping
engines-construdion
of pumps-plunger
pumps-bucket pumps-particular
details of different valves-application of pnmps-fen-draining
engines-comparative advantages of scoop wheels and centrifugal pumps, lifting trough, &e.
BLASTENGINES,
best kind of engiue-size of cylinder, strokes per minute, and horsepower-details of boilers-size of blowing cylinder, and strokes per minutepressure, and means of regulating the blastimprovements in blast cylindersrotary blowing machines-indicator diagrams from air main and steam cylinder.
MARINEENGINES,
power of engines in proportion to tonnage--different constructions
of enginesdynamical e&ct compared with indicator figures-comparative economy
and durability of different boilers, tubular boilers, flat flue boilers, &.-weight
of
machinery and boilers-kind of paddle wheels-speed obtained in British war
steamers, in Britieh merchant steamers, and in Foreign ditto, with particulars of
the construction of engines with paddle wheels, &c.--screw propellers, particulars
of differentkinds, improvements in form and position, number of arms, material,
means for unshipping, bearings, horse-power applied, speed obtained, section of
vaesel-iron and wood ships, dehils of construction, lines, tonnage, cost, &c.
ROTARY
ENGINES,particulars of construction and practical application-details of
results of working.
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LOCOMOTIVE
ENQINES,express, passenger, and luggage engines-particulars

of construation, details of experiments, and results of working-speed of engines, cost,
power, weight, steadiness-consumption of fuel-use of coal-consumption of
smoke-heating surface, length and diameter of tubes-experiments on size of
tubes and blast pipe-comparative expense of working and repairing-best make
of pistons, valve gear, espan9ion gear, &c.
AGRICULTURAL
ENGINES,details of construction and results of working-duty obtained-application of machinery to agricultural purposes.
CALORICENGINES,and Engines worked by Gas, Gun-cotton, or other explosive cornpounds-comparative consumption per horse-power per hour.
ELECTRO-MAGNETIC
ENGINES,particulars and results.
WATER-WHEELS,particulars of constraction and dimensions-form a d depth of
buckets-head of water, velocity, per-centage of power obtained-twbines, construction and practical application, power obtained, comparative effect
economy.
WIND MILLS,particulars of construction-number of sails, surface and form of B ~ S velocity, and power obtained-average number of &ys’ work per annnm.
CORNMILLS, particulars of improvements-power employed-application of steam
power-results of working with an air blast and small stones-advantages of
regularity of motion.
SUQAR
MILLS,particulars of construction and working-results of the application of
the hydraulic press in place of rolls.
SAWMILLS,particulars of construction-mode of driving-power employed-particulars of work done-best speeds for vertical and circnlar saws-form of saw teethsaw mills for cutting ship timbers-veneer saws.
OXLMILLS, facts relating to the constwetion and working, by stampers and by
pressure.
Comoa MILLS, information respecting the construction and arrangement of the
machinery-power employed, and application of power-cotton presses, mode of
construction and working, power employed-improvements in spinning and carding machinery, &c.
MACHINEICY
for mamfacturing Flax, both in the natural length of staple and when cut.
ROLLINGMILLS, improvements in machinery for making iron and steel-mode of
applying power-steam
hammers-piling
of iron-plates-fancy
scctionsarrangement of rolls.
STANPINGANII COININGMACEINERY,
particulars of improvements, &c.
PAPER-MAKING
AND PAPER-CUTTINQMACHINES,
ditto
ditto
PRINTINGMACHIN~ES,
ditto
ditto
CALICO-PRINTING
MACHINERY,
ditto
ditto
WATER
PUMPS,facts relating to the best construction, means of working, and application-best forms-velocity of piston-construction of valves.
AIR PUMPS,
ditto
ditto
ditto
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HY~RAWLIC
PBESSES,
facte relating to the best construction, means of working, end
application.
ROTARY AND CENTRIFUQAL
PUMPS,
ditto
ditto
ditto
FIRBERQINES,
ditto
ditto
ditto
SLUIOES AND SLUtCE COCXS,
ditto
ditto
ditto
CUANES,
ditto
ditbo
ditto
STEAXCSANES, HYDRAULIC
CRANES,PNEUMATIC
CRANES,
ditto
Lrms FOB RAISINQ TRUCKS,t c .
ditto
ditto
ditto
BORINQ,AND SLOTMNQMACHINES,&., particulars of improveLATHES,PLANINQ,
ments-description of new self-seting tools.
WOOD-WORKING
MACHINES,morticing, plrming, &c.
TOOTHED
WHEELS,best constrnction and form of teeth-results of working-power
transmitted-method of monlding.
DRIVINQ
BELTSAND STRAPS,best make and matdal, leather, rope, wire, gutta percha,
he.-comparative durability, and results of working-power communicated by
certain sires.
DYNAMOMETERS,
preesure ganges, governors, constrnction and working.
STRENQTEOF MmEaraLs--fads relating to experiments on ditto, and general detds
of the proof of girders, bc.-girders of cast and wrought iron, particulars of different constructions, and experiments on them-be& f o m and proportions of &aere
for different purposes-best mixture of metal-mixture8 of m n g h t iron with cast.
OF TIMBER
of varions kinds-best plans for seasoningtimber and cordage
DURABILITY
-results of Kyan’s, Payne’s, Bethell’s, and Barnett’s processen, Bco.--oomparative
durability of timber in different sitnations.
OF METALSby salt and freah water, and by the atmosphere, tc.-facts
CORROSION
relating to corrosion, and beat means of prevention-mws of keeping ships’
bottoms clean-galvanic action, nature, and preventives.
ALLOYS OF METALS-facts relating to different alloys.
F ~ ~ C T ox
I OVARIOUS
N
Bonms-facts relating to friction under ordinary circnmshceaof weight to rubbing
fiction of iron, brass, copper, tin, wood, $C.--~~O~O&OR
snrface-best forms of joarnals, and construction of axle boxea, tc.-lubrication,
best materials, scnd means of application, and r e d s 6f practical trials-bt plans
for oil teste.
IRON
ROOFS,particulars of construction for different purposes-durability in various
climates and situations-comparative cost, weight, and durability-roofs for dips
of cast-iron, wrought-iron, timber, t c . , best construction, form, and materialdetails of h g e roofs, and cost.
FIRE-PKOOF
BuILDINos,particdars of construction-most efficient plan-results of trials.
CHIMNEY
STACKS
of large size-particulars, form, force of draught, mode of buil-,
cheapest construction, &c.
BRICKS,manufacture and durability-hollow bricks, h e bricks, and fire clay-perforatcd bricks, cost of manufacture, and advantages-machines for brick making.
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GASWoRXS-best form, size, and material for retorts-construction

of retort ovens
-quantity and quality of gas from different coals-oil gas, water gas, &c.improvements in purifiers, condensers, and gas-holders -wet and dry gas-meterapressure of gas, gas-exhauster-gas-pipes, strength and durability, and construction
of joints-proportionate diameter and length of gas-mains, and velocity of the
passage of gas-experiments on ditto, and on the friction of gas in mains, and
loss of pressure.
WATERWoRss-facts relating to water works-application of power, and economy
of working-proportionate diameter and length of pipes-experiments on the
discharge of water from pipes, and friction through pipes-strength and durability of pipes, and construction of joints-relative advantages of stand pipes and
air vessels.
WELL SINKING,AND ARTESIANWELLS,facts relating to.
COFFEEDAIS AND PILINQ,
facts relating to the construction.
PIERS,
fixed and floating, and Pontoons,
ditto
ditto
PILE-DRIVINQAPPARATUS,
particulars of improvements-use of steam power-Pott’s
apparatus-the eompresaed air system.
DEEDGINQ
MACHINES,
particulars of improvements-application of dredging machines
power required and work done.
DIVINGBELLS AND DIVINGDRESSE~,
facts relating to the best construction.
CASTI I ~ O NAND WROUGHT
IRON LIGHTHOUSES, ditto
ditto
MININQ OPERATIONS,
facts relating to mining-means of ventilating mines, nsc of
steam jet and ventilating machinery-mode of raising materials-mode of breaking, pdverising, and sifting various descriptions of ores.
BLASTING,
facts relating to blasting under water, and blasting generally-use of guucotton, &c.-effects produced by large and small charges of powdex.
BLASTFURNACES-consumption of fuel in differentkinds-burden, make, and quality
of metal-pressure of blast-horse-power required-economy
of workingimprovements in manufaeture of iron-eomparative results of hot and cold blast.
PUDDLING
FURNACES,
best forms and construction-worlred with eoal, charcoal, &c.
HEATING
FURNACES,
best eonstructiou-consumption of fuel, &c.
CONVERTING
FURNACES-manufacture of steel-casehardening, &c.
SMITES’ FORGES,best construction-size and material-power of blast-hot blast, &e.
-construction of tuyeres.
SXITI~S’FANS,
and FANS
generally, best construction, form of blades, &c., with facts
relating to the amonnt of power employed and the per-centage of effect produced.
COKEAND CHARCOAL,
particulars of the best mode of making, and construction of
ovens, $6.
&rLwAns-construction of permanent way-section of rails, and mode of manufacture
-experiments on rails, deflection, deterioration, and comparative durabilitymaterial and form of sleepers, size, and distances-improvements in chairs, keys,
and joint fastenings-permanent way for hot climates.

-
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SWITCHES
and CROSSINQS,partieulara of improvements, and results of workingadvantages obtained by steeling points and tongues.
TURN-TABLES,
particulars of various constructions and improvements.
SIGNALSfor Stations and Trains, and self-acting signals.
BREAHSfor Carriages and Waggons, best construction.
BUFFEB~
for Carriagee, &c., and Station Buffers-different C O U E ~ ~ U Cand
~ ~ materials.
O~
SPRINGSfor Carriages, &c., bnffig and bearing springs-particnlers of different
constructions and materials, and results of working.
RAILWAY
WHEELS,wrought iron, cast iron, and wood-particulars of different constructions, and results of working-comparative expense and durability-wrought iron
and steel tires, comparative economy and results of working-solid wrought iron
wheels.
RAILWAYAXLES, best description, form, material, and mode of manufacturecomparison of solid and hollow axles.

The Comcil invite communications from the Members and their friends on the
preceding subjects, and on any Engineering subjects that will be useful and interestk
to the Institution;-&o presentations of EngiIteering drawings, models, and books for
the library of the Institution.
The communications should be written on foolscap paper, on one side only of each
page, leaving a clear margin on the left side for binding, and they should be written in
the third person. The drawings illustrating the communication should be on 80 large
a scale as to be clearly visible to the meeting at the time of reading the commnnication, or enlarged diagrams should be sent for the illustration of any particdm
portions.
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